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a b s t r a c t
Let G be a graph in which each vertex has been colored using one of k colors, say
c1, c2, . . . , ck. If anm-cycle C inGhas ni vertices colored ci, i = 1, 2, . . . , k, and | ni−nj |≤ 1
for every i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k}, then C is equitably k-colored. Anm-cycle decomposition C of
a graph G is equitably k-colorable if the vertices of G can be colored so that everym-cycle in
C is equitably k-colored. For m = 4, 5 and 6, we completely settle the existence problem
for equitably 3-colorable m-cycle decompositions of complete graphs with the edges of a
1-factor added.
© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Let H and G be graphs. An H-decomposition of G is a set H = {H1,H2, . . . ,Hp} such that Hi is isomorphic to H for
1 ≤ i ≤ p and H partitions the edge set of G. Most commonly, G = Kv , the complete graph on v vertices. Other popular
choices for G are Kv ± I , the complete graph with the edges of a 1-factor added(removed).
Anm-cycle, denoted by (x1, x2, . . . , xm), is the graph with vertex set {x1, x2, . . . , xm} and edge set {{x1, x2}, {x2, x3}, . . . ,
{xm, x1}}. Anm-cycle system of G is an H-decomposition of Gwhere H is anm-cycle. It is known that there exists anm-cycle
decomposition of Kv if and only if v ≥ m, v is odd, and m divides v(v − 1)/2, and there exists an m-cycle decomposition
of Kv − I if and only if v ≥ m, v is even, and m divides v(v − 2)/2; see [3,7]. It is also known that there exists an m-cycle
decomposition of Kv + I if and only if v ≥ m, v is even, andm divides v2/2; see [8].
A coloring of anm-cycle decomposition C of a graph G is an assignment of colors to the vertices of G. A k-coloring of C is
a coloring in which k distinct colors are used. A k-coloring of anm-cycle decomposition C induces a coloring of eachm-cycle
in C. If ni is the number of vertices colored ci in an m-cycle C ∈ C, then C is equitably k-colored if |ni − nj| ≤ 1 for every
i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k} and anm-cycle decomposition C is equitably k-colored if every C ∈ C is equitably k-colored. Anm-cycle
decomposition is equitably k-colorable if it can be equitably k-colored.
The existence question for equitably 2 and 3-colorablem-cycle decompositions of Kv and Kv− I , wherem ∈ {4, 5, 6}, has
been completely settled in [1,2]. The existence question for equitably 2-colorablem-cycle decompositions of Kv + I , where
m ∈ {4, 5, 6}, has also been completely settled in [6]. Lefevre andWaterhouse also give the 3-colorable cycle decompositions
of complete equipartite graphs [4]. This paper is primarily concerned with equitably 3-colorablem-cycle decompositions of
Kv + I for m = 4, 5 and 6. In particular, our main result is the following theorem that completely settles the existence of
such decompositions.
Main theorem. • There exists an equitably 3-colorable 4-cycle decomposition of Kv + I if and only if v ∈ {4, 12}.• There exists an equitably 3-colorable 5-cycle decomposition of Kv + I if and only if v ≡ 0 (mod 10), v ≥ 10.• There exists an equitably 3-colorable 6-cycle decomposition of Kv + I if and only if v ≡ 0 (mod 6), v ≥ 6.
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In order to prove the above result for equitably 3-colorable 4-cycle decompositions, we have provedmore general results
showing that there are no equitably (m− 1)-colorablem-cycle decompositions of Kv + I for v > m(m− 1). These results,
and some further restrictions on v for the existence of equitably (m − 1)-colorable m-cycle decompositions of Kv + I , are
given in Section 2. Our main results on equitably 3-colorable m-cycle decompositions for m = 4, 5 and 6 are proved in
Sections 3–5, respectively. In this paper, unless otherwise stated, vertices subscripted w, b and g are colored white, black
and gray, respectively. We use Kn(p) to denote the complete multipartite graph with n parts each containing p vertices. We
define Cn(p) to be the multipartite graph with n parts Vi, (i = 1, 2, . . . , n), each Vi contains p vertices, and the edge set is
{{x, y} | x ∈ Vi, y ∈ Vi+1, i = 1, 2, . . . , n,where n + 1 regarded as 1}. Finally, for vertex disjoint graphs G1 and G2, we
denote G1

G2 to be the graph with vertex set V (G1)

V (G2) and edge set consisting of the edges of G1, the edges of G2
and an edge uv for each u ∈ V (G1) and v ∈ V (G2).
2. Equitably (m− 1)-colorablem-cycle decompositions
Suppose that the vertices of a graph G have been colored using m − 1 colors and that we wish to find an equitably
(m− 1)-colorablem-cycle decomposition of G. Each equitably (m− 1)-colorablem-cycle in this decomposition must have
two vertices of the same color and m − 2 vertices each colored differently. If we consider the ith color and all m-cycles
in the decomposition containing two vertices of color i, then we can separate these m-cycles into two groups: one group
containing those m-cycles with a pure-colored edge (an edge connecting the two vertices of color i), and the other group
containing those m-cycles without a pure-colored edge. This limit on the number of m-cycles with a pure-colored edge in
turn limits the number of such edges in G. Hence, there is a limit on the number of vertices of each color in G. This restricts
the order of the graph for which an equitably (m − 1)-colorable m-cycle decomposition may exist. Indeed, an upper limit
on v is given for Kv + I .
Theorem 2.1. Suppose that the vertices of Kv + I have been colored using m− 1 colors. An equitably (m− 1)-colorable m-cycle
decomposition of Kv + I is possible only if v ≤ m(m− 1).
Proof. Let xi be the number of vertices in Kv + I of color i, for i = 1, 2, . . . ,m− 1. Suppose that them-cycle decomposition
of Kv + I contains yi cycles with an edge connecting two vertices of color i. Then for each i, yi is the number of pure-colored
edges of color i in Kv + I , so
yi = 12xi(xi − 1)+ fi,
here, fi is the number of pure-colored edges of color i in the 1-factor I . Therefore
m−1−
i=1
yi =
m−1−
i=1

1
2
xi(xi − 1)+ fi

.
The upper quantitymust necessarily be less than or equal to the total number ofm-cycles in the decomposition.We therefore
obtain the following inequality:
m−1−
i=1

1
2
xi(xi − 1)+ fi

≤ 1
2m
v2.
Substituting v =∑m−1i=1 xi, multiplying both sides by 2m and rearranging, we find that
m
m−1−
i=1
x2i ≤

m−1−
i=1
xi
2
+m
m−1−
i=1
xi − 2m
m−1−
i=1
fi.
For
∑m−1
i=1 fi ≥ 0, then
m
m−1−
i=1
x2i ≤

m−1−
i=1
xi
2
+m
m−1−
i=1
xi.
Using the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality
m−1−
i=1
x2i ≥

m−1−
i=1
xi
2
(m− 1)
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in the left-hand side of the upper inequality, we have
m
m− 1

m−1−
i=1
xi
2
≤

m−1−
i=1
xi
2
+m
m−1−
i=1
xi,
so
1
m− 1

m−1−
i=1
xi
2
≤ m
m−1−
i=1
xi,
and hence
v =
m−1−
i=1
xi ≤ m(m− 1). 
If we now consider edges between vertices of different colors, we find that an equitably (m − 1)-colorable m-cycle
decomposition of Kv+ I does not always exist, even if v satisfies the upper limit just presented. The following theorem gives
extra restrictions on allowable values of v.
Theorem 2.2. Suppose that xi is the number of vertices in Kv + I of color i, for i = 1, 2, . . . ,m− 1, such that v =∑m−1i=1 xi ≤
m(m− 1), and x1 ≤ x2 ≤ · · · ≤ xm−1. An equitably (m− 1)-colorable m-cycle decomposition of Kv + I is possible only if
x21 − (v + 1)x1 +
v2
m
≤ 0.
Proof. First, note that x1 ≤ vm−1 . If an equitably (m − 1)-colored m-cycle contains two vertices of color j which are not
adjacent in the cycle then that cycle contains four edges between a vertex of color j and a vertex of some other color i (i ≠ j).
For every other cycle in them-cycle decomposition of Kv + I there are two edges between a vertex of color j and a vertex of
some other color i (i ≠ j). Thus the m-cycle decomposition of Kv + I contains at least 2( v22m ) = v
2
m such edges. However, in
Kv + I there are xj(v − xj)+∑i≠j fji edges between a vertex of color j and a vertex of some other color i (i ≠ j), where fji is
the number of such edges in the 1-factor I . Hence,
v2
m
≤ xj(v − xj)+
−
i≠j
fji.
For 0 ≤∑i≠j fji ≤ xj, then we have
v2
m
≤ xj(v − xj)+ xj.
Therefore
x2j − (v + 1)xj +
v2
m
≤ 0.
Without loss of generality, suppose that j = 1 to obtain
x21 − (v + 1)x1 +
v2
m
≤ 0. 
3. Equitably 3-colorable 4-cycle decompositions
The following lemma is well known.
Lemma 3.1 ([8]). There exist 4-cycle decompositions of Kv + I if and only if v ≡ 0 (mod 4), v ≥ 4.
We also make use of the following existence results which were found by hand.
Lemma 3.2. For v ∈ {4, 12}, there exist equitably 3-colorable 4-cycle decompositions of Kv + I .
Proof. The case v = 4. Let the vertex set of K4 + I be {0w, 1w, 0b, 0g}, with the edges in I{0b, 1w} and {0w, 0g}. A suitable
decomposition of K4 + I is given by:
(0w, 1w, 0b, 0g), (0w, 0b, 1w, 0g).
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v = 12. Let the vertex set of K12 + I be {0w, 1w, 2w, 3w, 0b, 1b, 2b, 3b, 0g , 1g , 2g , 3g}, with the edges in I being {0w, 1g},
{1w, 2g}, {0b, 3w}, {1b, 0g}, {2b, 2w}, {3b, 3g}. A suitable decomposition of K12 + I is given by:
(0w, 3b, 1b, 3g), (3w, 2b, 0b, 2g), (2w, 2b, 1g , 2g), (0w, 2w, 0b, 0g),
(0w, 3w, 0b, 1g), (0w, 0b, 3b, 2g), (1w, 2w, 0g , 2b), (1w, 3w, 3b, 1g),
(1w, 0b, 3g , 0g), (1w, 3b, 0g , 2g), (2w, 3b, 3g , 1g), (3w, 1b, 2b, 3g),
(2w, 3w, 0g , 1b), (2g , 3g , 1w, 1b), (0b, 1b, 1g , 3w), (0w, 1w, 2g , 2b),
(0g , 1g , 0w, 1b), (3b, 2b, 2w, 3g). 
Theorem 3.1. There exist equitably 3-colorable 4-cycle decompositions of Kv + I if and only if v ∈ {4, 12}.
Proof. An equitably 3-colorable 4-cycle decomposition of Kv + I can exist only if the conditions of Theorems 2.1, 2.2 and
Lemma 3.1 are satisfied. We provide such decompositions for v ∈ {4, 12} in Lemma 3.2. Note that such a decomposition
does not exist for K8 + I since the inequality in Theorem 2.2 is not satisfied for any integer x1 satisfying 1 ≤ x1 ≤ 83 . 
4. Equitably 3-colorable 5-cycle decompositions
We introduce the following definitions first.
Definition. Let v and λ be positive integers and K be a set of positive integers. A pairwise balanced design (v, K , λ)-PBD is
an ordered pair (V , B), where V is a v-set and B is a set of subsets of V (called blocks), such that |B| ∈ K for each B ∈ B
and each pair of distinct elements is contained in exactly λ blocks.
If λ = 1, we simply write (v, K)-PBD for (v, K , 1)-PBD. The integer v is the order of the PBD. We denote by (v, {k, s∗})-
PBD a PBD of order v having one block of size s, and the other blocks of size k.
Definition. A group divisible design, denoted GDD(K ,M; v), is a triple (X,G,B), where X is a v-set, G is a set of subsets
(called groups) of X , G partitions X ,B is a set of subsets (called blocks) of X such that
(1) |G| ∈ M for each G ∈ G,
(2) |B| ∈ K for each B ∈ B,
(3) |B ∩ G| ≤ 1 for each B ∈ B and each G ∈ G,
(4) Each pair of elements of X from distinct groups is contained in a unique block.
When K = {k} and M = {m}, we simply write GDD(k,m; v) for GDD({k}, {m}; v). The following result is well-known,
and is useful in proving the main theorem of this section.
Lemma 4.1 ([5]). For all positive integers x there exists a (2x+ 1, 3)-PBD or a (2x+ 1, {3, 5∗})-PBD.
Corollary 4.2. For all positive integers x there exists a GDD(3, 2; 2x) or a GDD(3, {2, 4∗}; 2x).
Proof. Take a (2x+1, 3)-PBD or a (2x+1, {3, 5∗})-PBD (see Lemma 3.1), and delete an element ‘‘a’’ (for the (2x+1, {3, 5∗})-
PBD, ‘‘a’’ is contained in the unique block of size 5) and take the truncated blocks as groups. This gives a GDD(3, 2; 2x) or a
GDD(3, {2, 4∗}; 2x), respectively. 
The following lemma is well known.
Lemma 4.3 ([8]). There exist 5-cycle decompositions of Kv + I if and only if v ≡ 0 (mod 10), v ≥ 10.
We also make use of the following existence results when proving Theorem 4.1.
Lemma 4.4. For v ∈ {10, 20}, there exist equitably 3-colorable 5-cycle decompositions of Kv + I .
Proof. The case v = 10: We give three decompositions of K10 + I .
Type A. Let the vertex set of K10 + I be {0w, 1w, 2w, 0b, 1b, 2b, 0g , 1g , 2g , 3g}, with the edges in I being {0w, 3g}, {1w, 2g},
{0b, 2b}, {1b, 0g}, {1g , 2w}. A suitable decomposition of K10 + I is given by:
(0w, 1w, 2b, 1g , 0g), (1b, 2b, 0w, 1g , 2g), (0w, 2w, 2b, 0g , 2g), (2b, 0b, 1w, 1g , 3g),
(1b, 1w, 2g , 2w, 1g), (1b, 2w, 0g , 1w, 3g), (0b, 3g , 0w, 1b, 0g), (0b, 2w, 3g , 2g , 2b),
(0w, 0b, 1b, 0g , 3g), (1g , 0b, 2g , 1w, 2w).
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Type B. Let the vertex set of K10 + I be {0w, 1w, 2w, 0b, 1b, 2b, 3b, 0g , 1g , 2g}, with the edges in I being {0g , 2g}, {2b, 1w},
{1b, 2w}, {1g , 0b}, {0w, 3b}. A suitable decomposition of K10 + I is given by:
(0w, 1w, 2g , 1b, 0b), (1g , 2g , 0w, 1b, 2b), (0w, 2w, 2g , 0b, 2b), (2g , 0g , 1w, 1b, 3b),
(1g , 1w, 2b, 2w, 1b), (1g , 2w, 0b, 1w, 3b), (0g , 3b, 0w, 1g , 0b), (0g , 2w, 3b, 2b, 2g),
(0w, 0g , 1g , 0b, 3b), (1b, 0g , 2b, 1w, 2w).
Type C. Let the vertex set of K10 + I be {0w, 1w, 2w, 3w, 0b, 1b, 2b, 0g , 1g , 2g}, with the edges in I being {0g , 3w}, {1g , 2w},
{0b, 2b}, {1b, 0w}, {1w, 2g}. A suitable decomposition of K10 + I is given by:
(0g , 1g , 2b, 1w, 0w), (1b, 2b, 0g , 1w, 2w), (0g , 2g , 2b, 0w, 2w), (2b, 0b, 1g , 1w, 3w),
(1b, 1g , 2w, 2g , 1w), (1b, 2g , 0w, 1g , 3w), (0b, 3w, 0g , 1b, 0w), (0b, 2g , 3w, 2w, 2b),
(0g , 0b, 1b, 0w, 3w), (1w, 0b, 2w, 1g , 2g).
v = 20: Let the vertex set of K20 + I be {0w, 1w, . . . , 5w, 0b, 1b, . . . , 5b, 0g , 1g , . . . , 7g}, with the edges in I being
{0w, 0g}, {1w, 2b}, {2w, 6g}, {3w, 5g}, {4w, 0b},
{5w, 3g}, {1b, 7g}, {3b, 2g}, {4b, 1g}, {5b, 4g}.
A suitable decomposition of K20 + I is given by:
(2b, 0g , 1g , 4w, 1w), (5b, 0g , 5g , 1w, 0w), (0b, 1g , 4g , 2w, 1w), (0b, 7g , 6g , 2w, 5w),
(1b, 2g , 1g , 3w, 2w), (2b, 3g , 0g , 4w, 3w), (3b, 4g , 3g , 5w, 4w), (4b, 5g , 2g , 0w, 5w),
(3w, 2g , 3g , 1b, 4b), (3w, 5g , 4g , 0b, 3b), (0w, 3g , 4b, 7g , 1b), (1w, 0g , 4b, 1g , 2b),
(1w, 3g , 5b, 7g , 1b), (2w, 1g , 3b, 7g , 2b), (5w, 4g , 2b, 5b, 1g), (0w, 0b, 5g , 2w, 0g),
(2w, 3b, 5g , 3w, 6g), (4w, 4b, 2g , 5w, 3g), (0w, 6g , 4w, 0b, 2g), (5w, 5b, 4g , 1w, 6g),
(1b, 5g , 0w, 3w, 0g), (3b, 2g , 5b, 4w, 2g), (0w, 0g , 6g , 0b, 2b), (0b, 0g , 7g , 0w, 2w),
(0w, 1g , 5g , 2b, 3b), (1w, 1g , 6g , 1b, 3b), (1b, 1g , 7g , 1w, 3w), (1w, 2g , 0g , 3b, 4b),
(2w, 2g , 6g , 2b, 4b), (2b, 2g , 7g , 2w, 4w), (2w, 3g , 1g , 4b, 5b), (3w, 3g , 6g , 3b, 5b),
(3b, 3g , 7g , 3w, 5w), (3w, 4g , 2g , 5b, 0b), (4w, 4g , 6g , 4b, 0b), (4b, 4g , 7g , 4w, 0w),
(4w, 5g , 3g , 0b, 1b), (5w, 5g , 6g , 5b, 1b), (5b, 5g , 7g , 5w, 1w), (5w, 0g , 4g , 1b, 2b). 
Lemma 4.5. There exists an equitably 3-colorable 5-cycle decomposition of K3(5).
Proof. We present two decompositions of K3(5). For each vertex of K3(5), the first number in each subscript denotes the part
of K3(5) to which the vertex belongs while the second subscript distinguishes the different colors used.
Type A. Let the vertex set of K3(5) be

n=1,2{0nw, 1nb, 2nb, 3ng , 4ng}
{03w, 13w, 23b, 33g , 43g}. A suitable decomposition of
K3(5) is given by:
(13w, 21b, 43g , 22b, 41g), (13w, 22b, 33g , 21b, 32g), (13w, 01w, 43g , 41g , 12b),
(13w, 02w, 43g , 32g , 11b), (21b, 12b, 33g , 41g , 03w), (22b, 11b, 43g , 42g , 03w),
(21b, 23b, 42g , 41g , 02w), (22b, 23b, 31g , 42g , 01w), (21b, 22b, 31g , 13w, 42g),
(01w, 02w, 31g , 32g , 23b), (02w, 03w, 32g , 33g , 11b), (03w, 01w, 33g , 31g , 12b),
(11b, 12b, 43g , 31g , 03w), (12b, 23b, 41g , 32g , 01w), (23b, 11b, 42g , 33g , 02w).
Type B. Let the vertex set of K3(5) be {01w, 11b, 21b, 31g , 41g}{02w, 12w, 22b, 32g , 42g}{03w, 13w, 23b, 33b, 43g}. A suitable
decomposition of K3(5) is given by:
(02w, 03w, 11b, 22b, 43g), (03w, 12w, 23b, 22b, 41g), (01w, 02w, 23b, 11b, 32g),
(01w, 03w, 21b, 33b, 42g), (02w, 13w, 32g , 43g , 11b), (01w, 13w, 42g , 31g , 22b),
(13w, 12w, 41g , 43g , 21b), (11w, 12w, 31g , 32g , 23b), (33b, 11b, 42g , 43g , 01w),
(21b, 23b, 31g , 43g , 12w), (22b, 33b, 41g , 42g , 03w), (22b, 21b, 32g , 41g , 13w),
(13w, 11b, 12w, 33b, 31g), (02w, 31g , 03w, 32g , 33b), (21b, 42g , 23b, 41g , 02w). 
Lemma 4.6. There exists an equitably 3-colorable 5-cycle decomposition of K3(10).
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Proof. We present three decompositions of K3(10).
Type A. Let the vertex set of K3(10) be

n=1,2,3{0nw, 1nw, 2nw, 0nb, 1nb, 2nb, 0ng , 1ng , 2ng , 3ng}, where n denotes the part of
K3(10) to which the vertex belongs. A suitable decomposition of K3(10) is given by:
(21w, 22w, 01g , 23b, 02g), (21b, 22b, 11g , 23w, 12g), (21b, 22w, 21g , 23w, 32g),
(21w, 22b, 21g , 23b, 32g), (01w, 22g , 21g , 02b, 23b), (11w, 32g , 31g , 12b, 23b),
(01b, 32g , 01g , 12w, 23b), (11b, 22g , 11g , 02w, 23b), (01w, 32g , 21g , 12b, 23w),
(11w, 22g , 31g , 02b, 23w), (01b, 22g , 01g , 02w, 23w), (11b, 32g , 11g , 12w, 23w),
(01w, 02g , 01g , 02b, 03b), (01b, 02g , 21g , 02w, 03w), (22w, 23w, 02g , 21b, 03g),
(22b, 23b, 12g , 21w, 13g), (22b, 23w, 22g , 21w, 33g), (22w, 23b, 22g , 21b, 33g),
(02w, 23g , 22g , 03b, 21b), (12w, 33g , 32g , 13b, 21b), (02b, 33g , 02g , 13w, 21b),
(12b, 23g , 12g , 03w, 21b), (02w, 33g , 22g , 13b, 21w), (12w, 23g , 32g , 03b, 21w),
(02b, 23g , 02g , 03w, 21w), (12b, 33g , 12g , 13w, 21w), (02w, 03g , 02g , 03b, 01b),
(02b, 03g , 22g , 03w, 01w), (23w, 21w, 03g , 22b, 01g), (23b, 21b, 13g , 22w, 11g),
(23b, 21w, 23g , 22w, 31g), (23w, 21b, 23g , 22b, 31g), (03w, 21g , 23g , 01b, 22b),
(13w, 31g , 33g , 11b, 22b), (03b, 31g , 03g , 11w, 22b), (13b, 21g , 13g , 01w, 22b),
(03w, 31g , 23g , 11b, 22w), (13w, 21g , 33g , 01b, 22w), (03b, 21g , 03g , 01w, 22w),
(13b, 31g , 13g , 11w, 22w), (03w, 01g , 03g , 01b, 02b), (03b, 01g , 23g , 01w, 02w),
(01w, 12g , 01g , 12b, 13b), (01b, 12g , 21g , 12w, 13w), (11w, 02g , 11g , 02b, 13b),
(11b, 02g , 31g , 02w, 13w), (11w, 12g , 11g , 12b, 03b), (11b, 12g , 31g , 12w, 03w),
(02w, 13g , 02g , 13b, 11b), (02b, 13g , 22g , 13w, 11w), (12w, 03g , 12g , 03b, 11b),
(12b, 03g , 32g , 03w, 11w), (12w, 13g , 12g , 13b, 01b), (12b, 13g , 32g , 13w, 01w),
(03w, 11g , 03g , 11b, 12b), (03b, 11g , 23g , 11w, 12w), (13w, 01g , 13g , 01b, 12b),
(13b, 01g , 33g , 01w, 12w), (13w, 11g , 13g , 11b, 02b), (13b, 11g , 33g , 11w, 02w).
Type B. Let the vertex set of K3(10) be

n=1,2{0nw, 1nw, 2nw, 0nb, 1nb, 2nb, 0ng , 1ng , 2ng , 3ng}
{03w, 13w, 23w, 33w, 03b, 13b,
23b, 03g , 13g , 23g}. A suitable decomposition of K3(10) is given by:
(13b, 11g , 13w, 12g , 11w), (13b, 12g , 03w, 11g , 02w), (13b, 01b, 13w, 11w, 02g),
(13b, 02b, 13w, 02w, 01g), (11g , 02g , 03w, 11w, 03b), (11g , 03g , 12w, 11w, 02b),
(12g , 01g , 13w, 12w, 03b), (12g , 03g , 01w, 12w, 01b), (11g , 12g , 01w, 13b, 12w),
(01b, 02b, 01w, 02w, 03g), (02b, 03b, 02w, 03w, 01g), (03b, 01b, 03w, 01w, 02g),
(01g , 02g , 13w, 01w, 03b), (02g , 03g , 11w, 02w, 01b), (03g , 01g , 12w, 03w, 02b),
(22b, 11w, 32g , 33w, 11g), (22b, 33w, 22g , 11w, 13g), (22b, 01b, 32g , 11g , 23w),
(22b, 32b, 32g , 13g , 01w), (11w, 23w, 22g , 11g , 12b), (11w, 22w, 23g , 11g , 23b),
(33w, 01w, 32g , 23g , 12b), (33w, 22w, 01g , 23g , 01b), (11w, 33w, 01g , 22b, 23g),
(01b, 23b, 01g , 13g , 22w), (23b, 12b, 13g , 22g , 01w), (12b, 01b, 22g , 01g , 23w),
(01w, 23w, 32g , 01g , 12b), (23w, 22w, 11g , 13g , 01b), (22w, 01w, 23g , 22g , 23b),
(21b, 12w, 31g , 33w, 12g), (21b, 33w, 21g , 12w, 13g), (21b, 02b, 31g , 12g , 23w),
(21b, 23b, 31g , 13g , 02w), (12w, 23w, 21g , 12g , 11b), (12w, 21w, 23g , 12g , 23b),
(33w, 02w, 31g , 23g , 11b), (33w, 21w, 02g , 23g , 02b), (12w, 33w, 02g , 21b, 23g),
(02b, 23b, 02g , 13g , 21w), (23b, 11b, 13g , 21g , 02w), (11b, 02b, 21g , 02g , 23w),
(02w, 23w, 31g , 02g , 11b), (23w, 21w, 12g , 13g , 02b), (21w, 02w, 23g , 21g , 23b),
(13w, 32g , 13b, 31g , 22b), (13w, 31g , 03b, 32g , 11b), (13w, 22w, 13b, 22b, 21g),
(13w, 21w, 13b, 11b, 22g), (32g , 21g , 03b, 22b, 03w), (32g , 03g , 21b, 22b, 21w),
(31g , 22g , 13b, 21b, 03w), (31g , 03g , 12b, 21b, 22w), (32g , 31g , 12b, 13w, 21b),
(22w, 21w, 12b, 11b, 03g), (21w, 03w, 11b, 03b, 22g), (03w, 22w, 03b, 12b, 21g),
(22g , 21g , 13b, 12b, 03w), (21g , 03g , 22b, 11b, 22w), (03g , 22g , 21b, 03b, 21w).
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Type C. Let the vertex set of K3(10) be

n=1,2{0nw, 1nw, 2nw, 0nb, 1nb, 2nb, 0ng , 1ng , 2ng , 3ng}
{03w, 13w, 23w, 03b, 13b, 23b,
33b, 03g , 13g , 23g}. A suitable decomposition of K3(10) is given by:
(13w, 11g , 13b, 12g , 11b), (13w, 12g , 03b, 11g , 02b), (13w, 01w, 13b, 11b, 02g),
(13w, 02w, 13b, 02b, 01g), (11g , 02g , 03b, 11b, 03w), (11g , 03g , 12b, 11b, 02w),
(12g , 01g , 13b, 12b, 03w), (12g , 03g , 01b, 12b, 01w), (11g , 12g , 01b, 13w, 12b),
(01w, 02w, 01b, 02b, 03g), (02w, 03w, 02b, 03b, 01g), (03w, 01w, 03b, 01b, 02g),
(01g , 02g , 13b, 01b, 03w), (02g , 03g , 11b, 02b, 01w), (03g , 01g , 12w, 03b, 02w),
(22w, 11b, 32g , 33b, 11g), (22w, 33b, 22g , 11b, 13g), (22w, 01w, 32g , 11g , 23b),
(22w, 32w, 32g , 13g , 01b), (11b, 23b, 22g , 11g , 12w), (11b, 22b, 23g , 11g , 23w),
(33b, 01b, 32g , 23g , 12w), (33b, 22b, 01g , 23g , 01w), (11b, 33b, 01g , 22w, 23g),
(01w, 23w, 01g , 13g , 22b), (23w, 12w, 13g , 22g , 01b), (12w, 01w, 22g , 01g , 23b),
(01b, 23w, 32g , 01g , 12w), (23w, 22b, 11g , 13g , 01w), (22b, 01b, 23g , 22g , 23w),
(21w, 12b, 31g , 33b, 12g), (21w, 33b, 21g , 12b, 13g), (21w, 02w, 31g , 12g , 23b),
(21w, 23w, 31g , 13g , 02b), (12b, 23b, 21g , 12g , 11w), (12b, 21b, 23g , 12g , 23w),
(33b, 02b, 31g , 23g , 11w), (33b, 21b, 02g , 23g , 02w), (12b, 33b, 02g , 21w, 23g),
(02w, 23w, 02g , 13g , 21b), (23w, 11b, 13g , 21g , 02b), (11w, 02w, 21g , 02g , 23b),
(02b, 23b, 31g , 02g , 11w), (23b, 21b, 12g , 13g , 02w), (21b, 02b, 23g , 21g , 23w),
(13b, 32g , 13w, 31g , 22w), (13b, 31g , 03w, 32g , 11w), (13b, 22b, 13w, 22w, 21g),
(13b, 21b, 13w, 11w, 22g), (32g , 21g , 03w, 22w, 03b), (32g , 03g , 21w, 22w, 21b),
(31g , 22g , 13w, 21w, 03b), (31g , 03g , 12w, 21w, 22b), (32g , 31g , 12w, 13b, 21w),
(22b, 21b, 12w, 11w, 03g), (21b, 03b, 11w, 03b, 22g), (03w, 22b, 03b, 12w, 21g),
(22g , 21g , 13w, 12w, 03b), (21g , 03g , 22w, 11w, 22b), (03g , 22g , 21w, 03w, 21b). 
Lemma 4.7. There exists an equitably 3-colorable 5-cycle decomposition of K40 + I .
Proof. Take a GDD(3, 2; 8). Let its groups and blocks be {0, 4; 1, 5; 2, 6; 3, 7} and {0, 1, 3}, {1, 2, 4}, {2, 3, 5}, {3, 4, 6},
{4, 5, 7}, {5, 6, 0}, {6, 7, 1}, {7, 0, 2}, respectively. Blow up each element x by 5 (It means give each element weight 5,
i.e., one element becomes 5 different elements), and color the (blown-up) elements according to the following cases.
Case 1. If x ∈ {0, 1, 2}, then color one of the (blown-up) elements white, two black and two gray.
Case 2. If x ∈ {3, 4}, then color two of the (blown-up) elements white, one black and two gray.
Case 3. If x ∈ {5, 6, 7}, then color two of the (blown-up) elements white, two black and one gray.
Then place an equitably 3-colorable 5-cycle decomposition of K3(5) (Type A or Type B) on each (blown-up) block and an
equitably 3-colorable 5-cycle decomposition of K10 + I (Type A, Type B or Type C) on each (blown-up) group. 
Lemma 4.8 ([1]). There exists an equitably 3-colorable 5-cycle decomposition of C5(10).
Lemma 4.9. There exists an equitably 3-colorable 5-cycle decomposition of K5(10).
Proof. Take a copy of K5 and decompose it into two copies of C5. Blow up each element by 10, in each case coloring three
of the (blown-up) elements white, three black and four gray. Then place an equitably 3-colorable 5-cycle decomposition of
C5(10) on each (blown-up) copy of C5. 
Theorem 4.1. There exists an equitably 3-colorable 5-cycle decomposition of Kv + I if and only if v ≡ 0 (mod 10), v ≥ 10.
Proof. An equitably 3-colorable 5-cycle decomposition of Kv + I can exist only if the conditions of Lemma 4.3 are satisfied.
Let v = 10 x, we need to consider the cases x even and x odd.
Case 1. x odd. For x = 1, there is an equitably 3-colorable 5-cycle decomposition of K10 + I; see Lemma 4.4. For x ≥ 3, take
a (x, 3)-PBD or a (x, {3, 5∗})-PBD and blow up each element by 10, in each case coloring three of the (blown-up) elements
white, three black and four gray. Then place an equitably 3-colorable 5-cycle decomposition of K10 + I (Type A) on each
(blown-up) element, and an equitably 3-colorable 5-cycle decomposition of K3(10) (Type A) or K5(10) on each (blown-up)
block of size 3 or 5, respectively. Here, when we place a Type A decomposition, we can relabel the colors if necessary.
Case 2. x even. For x = 2, there is an equitably 3-colorable 5-cycle decomposition of K20 + I; see Lemma 4.4. For x ≥ 4,
take a GDD(3, 2; x) or a GDD(3, {2, 4∗}; x), let the unique group of size 4 be {x1, x2, x3, x4} and blow up each element by 10.
For each element of the groups of size 2, color three of the (blown-up) elements white, three black and four gray. And for
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the elements of the group {x1, x2, x3, x4}, color three of the (blown-up by x1) elements white, three black and four gray,
color four of the (blown-up by x2) elements white, three black and three gray, color three of the (blown-up by x3 or x4)
elements white, four black and three gray. Then place an equitably 3-colorable 5-cycle decomposition of K3(10) (Type A,
Type B or Type C) on each (blown-up) block and an equitably 3-colorable 5-cycle decomposition of K20+ I or K40+ I on each
(blown-up) group of size 2 or 4, respectively. Here, when we place a Type A, Type B or Type C decomposition, we can relabel
the colors if necessary. 
5. Equitably 3-colorable 6-cycle decompositions
The following lemma is well known.
Lemma 5.1 ([8]). There exist 6-cycle decompositions of Kv + I if and only if v ≡ 0 (mod 6), v ≥ 6.
We also make use of the following existence results when proving Theorem 5.1.
Lemma 5.2. There exists an equitably 3-colorable 6-cycle decomposition of K6 + I .
Proof. Let the vertex set of K6 + I be {0w, 1w, 0b, 1b, 0g , 1g}, and the edges in I be {0w, 1b}, {0b, 0g}, {1w, 1g}. A suitable
decomposition of K6 + I is given by:
(0w, 0g , 0b, 1g , 1w, 1b), (0w, 0b, 0g , 1w, 1g , 1b), (0w, 1w, 0b, 1b, 0g , 1g). 
Lemma 5.3. There exists an equitably 3-colorable 6-cycle decomposition of K6,6.
Proof. Let the vertex set of K6,6 be

n=1,2{0nw, 1nw, 0nb, 1nb, 0ng , 1ng}. A suitable decomposition of K6,6 is given by:
(01w, 02w, 01b, 02b, 01g , 02g), (02w, 11w, 12b, 01b, 02g , 11g), (01w, 12w, 11g , 12g , 11b, 02b),
(11w, 12w, 01g , 12b, 11g , 02b), (11b, 12b, 01w, 12g , 11w, 02g), (01g , 12g , 01b, 12w, 11b, 02w). 
Theorem 5.1. There exists an equitably 3-colorable 6-cycle decomposition of Kv + I if and only if v ≡ 0 (mod 6), v ≥ 6.
Proof. By Lemma 5.1, a 6-cycle decomposition of Kv+ I exists if and only if v ≡ 0 (mod 6), v ≥ 6. Color v/3 vertices white,
v/3 vertices black and v/3 vertices gray.
Let v = 6x, K6x + I = G1 ∨ G2 ∨ · · · ∨ Gx, where Gi ∼= K6 + Ii, I = 1≤i≤x Ii. Let the vertex set of Gi be Vi, for 1 ≤ i ≤ x.
For each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ x, color two vertices of Vi white, two black and two gray. Place a copy of an equitably 3-colorable 6-cycle
decomposition of K6,6 on Vi ∨ Vj for 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ x. Then place a copy of an equitably 3-colorable 6-cycle decomposition of
K6 + Ii on Vi for 1 ≤ i ≤ x. 
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